Victory to the Liberation Forces!

No to Racism from South Africa to the United States!

Demonstrate

Meet at Daley Plaza
Washington and Dearborn

Time: 12 noon
Date: April 7

Rally—Federal Bldg.
Adams and Dearborn

Here in the U.S. students and others have been demanding that the U.S. get out of southern Africa and end all support for the racist regimes. On Saturday, April 7, we will be marching in downtown Chicago to raise these demands and show our solidarity with the liberation struggles. This action is part of a nationwide week of actions involving hundreds of campuses and thousands of people. We will gather at the Daley Civic Center and march down State street to the Federal Building.

Join us and make your voice heard!

Sponsored by:

MIDWEST COALITION FOR THE LIBERATION OF SOUTHERN AFRICA
P.O. Box A3423
Chicago, Ill. 60690

922-1250 (days) 477-7363 (evenings)